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Po ste d - 14/08/2008 : 21:38:02

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l-PwXZG1TbE
About 5 minutes in, Dusty picks up her award and poses for pictures.
~You thrill me with a holy kind of bliss. . . .So closer (closer)
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memphisinlondon
Where am I going?
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I've seen this before. I think it's the one where you get the mighty trio of the Stones, Beatles
and Dusty getting awards. This might even be the starting point, or the inspiration, for the
Nicole Kidman movie.
Memphis
Ever since we met...
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It was such a big deal getting that award. First ever British Female to win the best in the
world. You can never take that away from her.
Carole x
"The days have come and gone since you were here..."
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She's still the one.
~You thrill me with a holy kind of bliss. . . .So closer (closer)
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thanks, I've not seen this.
Clint Walker seems a tad out of place...and one big dude! I wonder what Dusty was catching
his ear about.
It seems that Dusty got the most mention..nice
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Dusty and Clint certainly got a few wolf whistles, Paula.
Seeing Dusty with that big cup made me sad to think that she used to use it as a doorstop and
in later years she would kick it around the room in temper. We saw the results in the dented
and bent trophy it had bec ome when her memorabilia was auctioned off at Sothebys not long
after she died. Someone out there was lucky enough to bid for it successfully. It's out there
somewhere, folks.....anyone know?
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Jonathan has it, I think, and there are photos if it somewhere on here....
~You thrill me with a holy kind of bliss. . . .So closer (closer)
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MissDustyFanatic
Where am I going?
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quote :
Originally posted by allherfaces
Jonathan ha s it, I think , a nd the re a re photos if it som e whe re on he re ....
~You thrill m e with a holy k ind of bliss. . . .So close r (close r)
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New Music Express is rather like Americ a's Billboard, am I right? And if I understand, their top 40
chart is not being produced anymore?
"And I can play the game of life...to win"
Edite d by - MissDustyFanatic on 03/09/2008 22:08:05

Jonathan
Little by little
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I do have the very battered cup! Also the score for "Preacher Man"
United Kingdom
458 Posts

Will
Wasn't born to follow

Love Jonathan
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..and good insurance, I hope! :)
Will
"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."
Blog- http://askyofhoney.com/
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Found the photo of it.
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~You thrill me with a holy kind of bliss. . . .So closer (closer)
Jonathan
Little by little
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It goes so well with the table,too!
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Will
Wasn't born to follow

Love Jonathan
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LOLOL :)
And c an I have an olive please, preferably a green one?
Will
"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."
United Kingdom
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Jonathan
Little by little

Blog- http://askyofhoney.com/
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you c an have them all!
United Kingdom
458 Posts

Will
Wasn't born to follow

Love Jonathan
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You are very kind :)
Will
"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."
Blog- http://askyofhoney.com/
United Kingdom
7603 Posts
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i want to go to a party at your house. C
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